




Abstract

This report shows the results of the pro-
ject wild robots in the next nature theme. 

A platform to develop autonomous sail-
ing within the Protei community was de-
veloped, build and shared on the internet. 
This report shows the !rst step in how 
people at home can be able to build sail-
ing vessels themselves and how to make 
the move to an autonomous sailing vessel. 

Also the test procedures for this boat are 
explained and how to build and write soft-
ware for the boat is shared. I focused on 
making this platform as accessible and sim-
ple as possible. Therefore the materials were 
cheap as well as the chosen electronics. 
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Preface

At this moment Protei is in his research 
phase, This research isn’t done in the con-
ventional way but there is a conscious 
choice made to distribute the research 
over a large open source community. I’m 
one of the many people working on Protei 
and even I work in a small community with 
my fellow wild robots project members.

My research project focuses on the sailing 
drone, which is part of the bigger system.  
This bigger system consists of a lot of other 
drones which are also capable of cleaning 
up oil and will collectively behave like a 
swarm. In this bottom up research process 
I built one sailing drone, which is the basis 
for researching autonomous behavior. The 
complex system I created in this way with a 
bottom-up approach can now be extend-
ed by the online Protei community. 
The Boat I built cannot be sent to sea and 
clean up oil already, but can show the ca-
pabilities and can increase the knowledge 
about sailing drones. This distributed re-
search method is very powerful in creating 

knowledge and building upon the existing 
knowledge already created by the com-
munity. This is something I will build upon, 
Protei asked me to work on this project and 
within this project I want to enable every-
one to build their own Protei sailing vessel 
and attribute to the project! Which in the 
end enables Protei to build and manufac-
ture hundreds of highly e"cient complete 
autonomous sailing drones which can 
clean up oil spills and at the same time col-
lect data at sea.

  
  visualization from protei of 1 of the drones
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The client of this project is Protei, An open 
source community which has as a start-
ing point to be able to produce a low-cost, 
high e"ciency, self-autonomous and un-
manned vessel capable of cleaning oil trails 
on the ocean. The objectives are the follow-
ing; Unmanned, Sustainable,  Unsinkable,  
Fast Development (They want a solution 
for the near future), A#ordable and Open 
Hardware.

Our contact person was Etienne Gernez  
(Open-H2O, Academic Coordinator), Dur-
ing weekly meetings with the client in-
formation about the progress from both 
my side and the community side was ex-
changed. Also the plans for Deaf 2012 were 
made during these sessions, see chapter 
DEAF 2012.

Protei was born from the hope that we may 
clean up an oil spill more e"ciently, by 
using the local resident’s knowledge and 
creativity. Protei would be most useful for 
fourth order oil spills, these contain a thin 

sheen of oil which has spread throughout a 
very large surface of water and is travelling 
towards land. 

Currently, oil spills of this nature and of 
this magnitude are often targeted by !sh-
ermen using repurposed !shing vessels. 
Fishermen use a combination of oil con-
tainment boom (orange) and oil sorbent 
boom (white) often made of recycled plas-
tic. When the sorbent is saturated with oil, 
they are collected and treated.    

The map shows a clear correlation between 
the surface currents (arrows) matching the 

extent of the oil spill (black) and the resi-
dents reporting oil spill (red dots). 

Client
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Concept

The strength of the Protei project is the 
community behind it. This concept is to 
help Protei to let the Do It Yourself commu-
nity join the Protei community.  Designing 
a platform to develop autonomous sailing 
vessel which is easy to build yourself and 
cheap to manufacture is the main key to 
this. At this moment Protei only built sail-
ing vessels themselves (see: protei_001 
– protei_008) [1]. While building di#erent 
sailing vessels can create a large commu-
nity of people working on the same prob-
lem. In this way the Protei community can 
use the knowledge and strengths of all the 
people within the community. 

An easy and cheap to build sailing vessel 
is a start, but the most important part of 
this design is to easily exchange parts. A 
new sail, new wind sensor or other elec-
tronic modules can be simply added and 
renewed as soon as someone invented a 
new technique. 
The development costs of these boats are 
extremely high even Protei which is using 

an open source and open hardware philos-
ophy needed kickstarter to raise $33, 795, 
- This was enough to assemble a team of 10 
engineers for 3 months and built Protei 6.0, 
a fully articulated, remote controlled, 3 me-
ter long prototype which cost $10,000[1]. 
Most engineers volunteered to work on 
this prototype, so the need for a cheap 
platform on which the community at home 
could develop was high.

Also the software can be developed on this 
platform, even for software developers it is 
easy to build after which they can develop 
algorithms to sail more e"ciently. To show 
the possibilities I developed a wind direc-
tion sensor for $6, - which is able to send 
the data to the microcontroller and is able 
to adjust the main sail also I implemented 
electronics to maintain course and get 
commando’s to change course. 
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At this moment there are autonomous $y-
ing drones [2] autonomous vehicles[3] but 
autonomous sailing drones are rare and 
crash regularly  [4] I will not aim to make 
this boat completely autonomous myself. 
This sailing drone will be a platform to de-
velop the intelligence of the sailing drone, 
and to develop the sensors to sense the en-
vironment. 

The design of the sailing vessel is in such a 
way that the boat is not as expensive as the 
sailing vessels used by university teams or 
by Google [3]. On the other hand, it will also 
not be as robust as those. For this applica-
tion it is important that everybody in the 
community can add his !eld of expertise, 
so modularity of the parts is important.

In this semester the sailing vessel was able 
to maintain his course and automatically 
adjust his rudder when he gets o# course, 
also when a new course is programmed the 
sailing vessel will automatically adjust his 
course until the desired course is obtained. 

The Sailing vessel is also capable of sens-
ing the wind direction and in combination 
with the course adjusts the main sail to the 
ideal position with respect to the wind di-
rection. 

The process to reach this point is described 
in the next chapters.

    Hierarchy of the goals within this project

Autonomous sailing
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Design process

In this semester I started using a pressure 
cooker, this was the !rst time for me to use 
this technique and was surprisingly helpful 
in the ideation phase. Because of this tech-
nique I had hands on understanding of how 
to build a boat and which things were im-
portant for this project. So the real project 
started a week later because of the pressure 
cooker, but in the end this experience saved 
a lot of time.

A"er this I researched how to make a sailing 
vessel autonomous, what did Protei imple-
ment in their protei_006 sailing vessel and 
what do I want to add to this system to im-
prove it, while looking at larger sailing vessels 
and model yachts for information about how 
to sail and which information they used. #is 
process was also stimulated by using  various 
techniques for group brainstorm sessions. 
#is was the moment we decided to focus on 
arti!cial intelligence and autonomous sailing 
and swarm control within our group.  

picture made to show which functions I want-
ed to add to the sailing vessel

For myself I described the following goals; 
For this project I have to design a cheap boat, 
build from o$-the-shelf components, which 
can maneuver independently and autono-
mous. 
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many iterations before the so"ware found 
out what would be the best decision. A self-
learning algorithm wasn’t really necessary as 
well, so the decision was made to not use this 
in the prototype.

I also had expert meetings on the build qual-
ity of the boat to see if I identi!ed the weak-
ness of the boat correctly, which was the 
case, so this was more a con!rmation. #e 
last meeting was about user focus. Which in-
formation does the user needs to control the 
boat, and which information does the user 
needs to give to the sailing vessel to keep it 
operational. 

As you can read in this report I did not de-
veloped the user involvement, but I did a few 
user tests with fellow students about how 
to control the boat from land while using 
a computer screen. #is was quite hard be-
cause not all users knew how to sail a boat 
and more importantly during this testing 
I needed to explain how to sail and at that 
moment I !gured out that this is always the 

A"er this it was time to start building a pro-
totype, I decided to start already with a quite 
large sailing vessel of 1m because they have 
more space within the ship and also have bet-
ter sailing capabilities compared with small 
sailing vessels. #e minimum size for model 
yachts is advised at 60 cm which is because 
you need to clearly see how the sailing vessel 
reacts in the water [5]. 

the step was made to Arduino and Zigbee 
controlled version came shortly a"er !nish-
ing the boat and very short a"erwards the 
step to radio controlled was made. Because 
the radio controller was already optimized 
for this purpose and works perfectly !ne, 
there was no need to develop it again.

A new research phase came a"er making 
the sailing vessel radio controlled. Expert 
meetings with an expert on arti!cial intel-
ligence and self learning algorithms helped 
me with this research, I tested a little with 
the Q-learning algorithm but this wasn’t fast 
enough because the algorithm needs too 

Design process
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Design process

same and that certain rules apply in certain 
situations. Which is easily programmed and 
user involvement isn’t necessary. #is was 
the point I started focusing on developing 
the wind direction sensor which you can 
read about later on in this report.

Due the use of my blog and continuous com-
munication with the Protei platform, the 
company Imtech marine contacted me to 
discuss the possibilities to work together. 
#is wasn’t possible because Imtech marine 
started to work on this project next year, but 
they were able to help me. I was interested in 
techniques to make a servo motor more en-
ergy e%cient. At his moment the water and 
the wind will apply force on the rudder and 
main sail and therefore the servo needs to be 
constantly powered to give counter pressure.

#ey gave me the tip to look at a new tech-
nique with electro permanent magnets. It is a 
way to use a permanent magnet as an electro 
magnet. #is means that when power is ap-
plied on the electro permanent magnet the 

magnet will turn o$. When no power is ap-
plied the magnet is on, which is very useful, 
the magnet can in this way be used to lock the 
servo’s and uses no power when is locked in 
one position. A"er !nding out MIT is work-
ing on this matter[6] I chose not to work fur-
ther on this, because the technology wasn’t 
enough developed to implement right away 
and developing it would take too much time. 
Also simpler ways with for example lock pins 
are possible but this was not the direction in 
which I wanted to develop the project.

By focusing on making the boat autonomous, 
sensors were necessary and the last weeks I 
focused on this. I implemented a compass to 
keep the desired heading and wrote the code 
to do this. But my most important contribu-
tion is the iterations with the wind direction 
sensor. How to build this sensor so cheap 
and modular as possible. 
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#is sailing vessel was built from a 1 meter 
PVC Tube of 125mm, therefore this boat 
is cheap to build and also makes the Protei 
boats very recognizable on the web and in 
the water. It is shaped into a boat shape with 
a hot gun and made watertight with PVC 
glue. At the back a screw cap seals the sailing 
vessel completely but allows the user to open 
the boat when necessary without breaking 
anything. 

#e mast is made of an aluminum tube and 
the sail from an old sail used in an optimist. 
#e shape of the sail is a ga$ rig, this shape 
has a larger sail in comparison with the regu-
lar shape and especially on small boats like 
this we can use more surface. #e measure-
ments of the sail are shown in the picture. #e 
ga$ enables a the main sail to be four sided, 
rather than triangular, and as much as dou-
bles the sail area that can be carried by that 
mast and boom. Additionally, for any given 
area of sail, the ga$ rig will have a lower heel-
ing moment than a triangular sail.
#e last part of the boat is the keel and rud-

der, both made out of Perspex, both because 
it’s heavy and can withstand all weather con-
ditions, and absorbs little to no water, so ex-
pansion of the material will be no issue [7].

Measurements of the mast and sails

Building manual
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Building manual

Perspex alone is not heavy enough to act as a 
keel weight, so additional ballast is necessary. 
2.5 kg in this case, which is also normal for 1 
meter long model sailing yachts. 

#e shape of the keel is fairly large for such 
a small boat, this was made on purpose be-
cause the quality of the Protei is to maintain 
his course for a long time and not change 
course rapidly also the oil boom behind the 
boat acts as a rudder[8] so a large keel sur-
face prevents the boat of turning. #erefore, 
the rudder is made very large as well so when 
prompted to make a turn the sailing vessel is 
able to. #e base of the rudder is connected to 
the keel, both for stability of the rudder and 
to prevent that the weight of the rudder will 
hang onto the hull alone. #is construction is 
called a “rudderstock” (Dutch:”roerkoning”) 
[9]

Last but not least the actuators of the boat 
were implemented, 2 servos to adjust the 
rudder position and the main sail position. 

More detailed information of the building 
process in Appendix A.

                       

System overview 
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To build an autonomous sailing vessel, 
a wind direction sensor is necessarily for 
the boat to function. Unfortunately there 
are no o# the shell wind direction sensors 
which are cheap. On the internet there are 
amazing prices starting from $150 till thou-
sands of dollars. The target for me was to 
build a wind direction sensor for less than 
$15 dollars (10% of the lowest internet 
price). Finding the good electronics took 
some time, pot meters aren’t able to rotate 
continuously. Rotary encoders on the other 
hand are capable of rotating continuously, 
which was the best solution. There are 2 
types of rotary encoders; optical and me-
chanical.

In this case to optical rotary encoder is used 
works with gray code and works in the fol-
lowing way: the optical encoder’s disc is 
made of glass or plastic with transparent 
and opaque areas. A light source and pho-
to detector array reads the optical pattern 
that result from the disc’s position at any 
one time. This code can be read by a con-

trolling device, such as a microprocessor or 
microcontroller to determine the angle of 
the shaft [10]. The other materials I choose 
to work with are Perspex because in this 
way it is easy to see how the wind direc-
tion sensor was built because you can look 
through the material, something which is 
less clear with the building of the hull. But 
essentially the wind sensor can be made 
out of every material at hand. The most 
important part is to protect the rotary en-
coder from the force of the wind and only 
let the rotational force work on the rotary 
encoder. Therefore I build a shaft around 
the rotary encoder which will prevent the 
wind banner to bend the electronic parts.

First version of the wind direction sensor

Wind sensor
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Wind sensor V2.0

The second version of the wind direction 
sensor is made much smaller and simpler. 
Because of the modularity of the previous 
version it could be attached to the same 
mounting from the !rst version on top of 
the mast. This made it easy to exchange. 
In this version I chose for a rotary encoder 
with 48 steps instead of 4 steps per 360°. 
This means the accuracy of the wind direc-
tion sensor improved from 15° to 7.5°. The 
price of the wind Sensor however is still 
around $ 10, -. This higher price is caused 
by using metal as counter balance instead 
of bolts. 

In this version also a metal screw thread is 
used and with a tap tool the screw holes 
were made in the Perspex tube bolts were 
used to lock the screw thread in place. A Vi-
vak sheet cut in the desired shape is then 
attached to the bent screw thread which 
adds stability to the Vivak sheet.

The counterbalance is very important in the 
design of the wind direction sensor. If one 

side of the sensor is heavier than another 
the sensor will act as a gravitation sensor 
instead of a wind direction sensor. So both 
sides of the sensor weigh exactly the same. 
To !nd out how large the additional coun-
terweight has to be is fairly easy. By balanc-
ing the center of the Perspex tube, which 
is the center of rotation on something en 
weighing the vane, you will !nd out how 
much that side of the sensor weights. The 
counterweight has to equal the weight of 
the vein. From the physics books we learn 
for balancing a object to use the following 
function:

Arm * force = arm * force 

so depending on the length of the arm the 
counterbalance needs to be adjusted in 
this example the counterbalance is a little 
more than 4 times as heavy on a 4 times 
shorter arm. By adjusting the location of 
the counterbalance you can tweak the 
weight distribution.
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nected to the microcontroller which means 
that the microcontroller needs to be !xed 
to the boat so the compass really measures 
the turns of the boat and not only the turns 
of the microcontroller. 

GPS needs to be added to intelligently 
change the heading of the sailing vessel. In 
this way trajectories can be planned ahead 
and when a waypoint is reached the new 
heading is given to the sailing vessel. In this 
way the boat can really sail autonomous.

 

The red compass module soldered to an 
adapter to click on the Arduino.

The compass used in this sailing vessel is a 
LSM303 module from Sparkfun [11], which 
is a triple axis accelerometer combined 
with a triple axis magnetic sensor. This 
makes the compass able to compensate 
tilt, which is very important because the 
sailing vessel will not continuously be lev-
eled. It was soldered on a simple adapter 
to make the pins of the compass !t the Ar-
duino sockets; this was done by Stijn van 
Iersel a fellow student.  The compass isn’t 
very interesting on itself, but has a lot of 
meaning for the sailing vessel, because the 
sailing vessel can keep his course now and 
measure what the e#ect is of the rudder 
on the boat and adapt to this. The rudder 
needs to know how much the boat is o# 
course to determine how large the correc-
tion of the rudder needs to be and in which 
direction. This was solved by software and 
is therefore explained in the chapter; Code 
explained. The accuracy of the compass is 
< 2° with a resolution of 0.1°. Which is by 
far enough for this application. An impor-
tant factor of this compass is that it’s con-

Compass and GPS
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Code explained

The complete code is in appendix B. In this 
part of the report I will only quote some 
parts and explain the overall idea.

The !rst part of the code is to initialize all 
variables add the libraries which is not so 
interesting. The setup attaches the pins on 
the Arduino to the objects made in the !rst 
part and starts up the serial communica-
tion with the computer or xbee for wireless 
communication. Also the calibration values 
for the compass are given at this point. 

In the loop the compass and wind sen-
sor data is read and the compass data 
is smoothen by the function Smooth. A 
smoothing !lter for smoothing sensor jit-
ter. This !lter accepts one new piece of data 
each time through a loop, which the !lter 
inputs into a rolling array, replacing the 
oldest data with the latest reading.  The ar-
ray is then transferred to another array, and 
that array is sorted from low to high.  Then 
the highest and lowest %15 of samples is 
thrown out. The remaining data is aver-

aged and the result is returned.

The smooth data is stored in the variable 
smoothDataRudder. At this moment the 
boat has to decide if his heading is right. 
Therefore we introduce a new variable 
comparisonNumber, which compares the 
desired heading (tack) with the current 
heading(smoothDataRudder) because 
both values can be between 0 -360, com-
parisonNumber can hold values between 
-360 and 360, in the graph is showed which 
side the shortest side is to turn to. This re-
sults in 4 possibilities; “-360: -180” -  “-180: 0” 
– “0:180” – “180:360” with the variable turn 
direction is the desired turn direction cho-
sen based on these 4 categories and the 
turnAngle decides upon how large the turn 
is how big the angle of the rudder needs to 
be to compensate this.  
 
On the next page you can !nd a graph 
showing these 4 possibilities.
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For each segment the angle can be calculated the turnAngle can be calculated
For segment 1:” -360:-180” applies:  360+comparisonNumber= turnAngle

For segment 2: “-180:0” applies:  –comparisonNumber = turnAngle
For segment 3: “0:180” applies:  comparisonNumber = turnAngle

For segment 4: “180:360” applies: 360-comparisonNumber = turnAngle

Code explained
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Testing the boat

During the building of the boat 4 main 
tests were executed. Each test had a di#er-
ent goal and functionality. I only describe 
the most interesting tests and not the 
quick and dirty tests in this report. The !rst 
one was of course testing if the boat did 
$oat on water and was stable enough in 
the wind. This test was conducted early in 
the semester and resulted in adding more 
weight into the keel. After this the vessel 
could hit the water for a second time and 
with the rudder straight the boat sailed 
across a small a small lake. The goal of this 
test was !rst, does it $oat, and second does 
it sail. Both questions could be answered 
with yes so the test could be seen as very 
successful.

The second test was more important, at 
that moment I could test the actuators of 
the boat, the rudder and main sail could be 
adjusted at that moment and were manu-
ally and wirelessly adjustable both via a 
radio controller and a Zigbee pro module. 
This set-up was !rst tested on land, ques-

tions which needed to be answered were 
how big the control range is, what hap-
pens with the boat if the boat leaves the 
control range and are the actuators pow-
erful enough to actuate the rudder and 
main sail. The range of the radio-module 
was around 100m and the Zigbee module 
didn’t get out of range and according to his 
speci!cations could be operated within a 
1km range. If the radio-module was out of 
range nothing would happen and the lat-
est information was kept in memory until 
the boat would be in range again to get 
new orders. After testing this on land the 
sailing vessel could hit the water again. 

The !rst radio controlled test
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First real sailing test was conducted at the 
“karpendonkse plassen” a small lake near 
the university terrain. This was a short test 
but could prove the boat was water tight 
and was able to sail quite fast. When the 
main sail was adjusted correctly according 
to the wind [12]
The third test was at the “gouwzee” [13] 
were the boat sailed a quit long distance, 
this test was also radio controlled. But 
showed us that also such a small sailing 
vessel was capable of sailing at large areas 
of water. 

In this test the boats sailed together with 
the boat from Rob Raymans, someone who 
got enthusiastic after seeing the results 
of this boat and after I invited him Sina 
Kazemi(TU/e student) worked intensively 
together with him to build a sailing vessel 
as well. The goal of this test was to let these 
two boats sail next to each other and imi-
tate a little swarm; this was quite hard be-
cause the boats weren’t equally fast. 

The !nal and last test was again at the 
“karpendonkse plassen” and this time with 
a di#erent set-up, the wind sensor would 
adjust the sails continuously to maintain 
the best position of the sails compared to 
the wind direction. The rudder will contin-
uously adjust the heading of the boat ac-
cording to the information from the com-
pass which is build into the boat. In this 
boat the GPS-module is not implemented 
and also not necessary for this test. The test 
result of this test will be published online 
[14].

Test on the “gouwzee with in the back the 
boat of Rob Raymans

Testing the boat
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Future

The Protei community is fast growing and 
more and more universities, schools, com-
panies and hobbyists are joining this large 
community. Especially for this last group, 
the hobbyists this project was made. 

This report and all the building manuals are 
shared on the new Protei website available 
this summer [15]. And will also be shared 
on websites like instructables.com. this to 
reach an even larger audience. 

For me this project focused on developing 
a easy accessible start for hobbyists. Now 
the hobbyist from all over the world can 
see my results and comment, adjust and re-
build my design, it’s open for everyone. The 
only thing everybody has to do is refer to 
the Protei website when they publish any-
thing[15] under the open hardware license.

I hope to stay connected with this project 
and help everybody at home as good as 
I can, The protei development group is a 
very interesting group of engineers, artists 
and other experts and has a lot of potential 
for me and for protei as a community.

For the future it is important for Protei to 
keep collecting the new designs made by 
Protei hobbyists. In this way the research 
can be done in a widely distributed way, 
with minimum costs. The best results can 
than be used in the new and much more 
sophisticated prototype of Protei.
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Probably this will always stay an un!nished 
design. Improved by the online communi-
ty within Protei, adapted to new ideas and 
in the end just one of the many iterations 
in a process to make Protei to a successful 
autonomous sailing vessel. But this can be 
the start of the development of autono-
mous sailing vessels within the homes of 
peoples, and as seen before with quadro-
copters this can lead to big innovations 
within the !eld[16]. 

As said before this boat isn’t yet capable 
of cleaning up oil or gather data at sea au-
tonomously, but will function as a platform 
to show the community what 1 person can 
add to a design process which has a very 
long developing time. My recommenda-
tions are to keep all the parts of the boat as 
cheap as possible, this to keep the project 
open to as many people as possible. 

My recommendations are to add GPS func-
tionality as soon as possible to make it 
possible to let the sailing vessel sail a pre-
de!ned path. At this moment only a pre-
de!ned direction is possible. 

The Wind direction sensor is a interest-
ing attribution, the low price of the sen-
sor makes it accesible to a lot of people 
and others may also be intrigued to build 
such a sensor or a di#erent sensor in a very 
cheap way.

Conclusion
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Presentation deaf

Our client asked the wild robots group to 
present the work of this semester at DEAF 
2012[17]. DEAF is the Dutch Electronic Art 
Festival and is a platform for a dynamic 
generation of creative individuals that 
mean to change the world through art and 
design. Our place at the festival was; meet 
the scene where the visitors of the deaf 
festival could have discussions with profes-
sionals after the presentation of Protei. 

the oil boom to collect oil
Here we presented our work as a group as 
a whole. This meant that all the parts of the 
di#erent projects were !tted together to 
one project with one message to the audi-
ence. This experience was very valuable we 
could meet with the CEO of Protei, who was 

very enthusiastic about our results. It was a 
great experience to share our ideas and see 
how non ID students react on it have a dis-
cussion about how they think about Protei 
and our approach to the project. Listening 
to other artists and designers as well as 
technologists is very interesting because 
everybody has his own approach and 
learning from each other helps me to !nd 
the best approach to a project for myself.

At Deaf 2012 we could also see the prototype 
which was build in the summer of 2011, pro-

tei_006. In this picture you can see, with in 
the back protei_006, which is 6 meters long.
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the basis of the boat is a 125 mm PVC pipe, 
with a fohn or hot gun you can heat the 
PVC up, this causes the PVC to become soft 
and shapeable. At one side of the PVC pipe 
we want to shape it like the front of a sail-
ing vessel.

In this picture you can see the shape we’re  
looking for. As you can see the both sides 
of the PVC pipe are wider than the rest of 
the pipe. on the bottem side this is a prob-
lem and therefore we will cut this part o#.

Appendix A Building process
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Appendix A Building process

Cutting a round edge makes the boat nice-
ly shaped to sail on the water. After cutting 
you need to re-heat the PVC to bring it clos-
er together. You will encounter that the PVC 
is soft enough to shape but will not mold 
together. This is because PVC is made using 
a chemical reaction therefore PVC glue is 
necessary to glue both sides back together 
and this glue will also ensure a watertight 
sealing. If you are not con!dent about this 
sealing you can always use a bathroom kit 
or other sealant of your choice. 

This is the result after glueing the parts to-
gether with PVC glue.
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The mast is made from a aluminium pipe. 
We chose to use 10 mm wide aluminium 
available in every hardware store. The mast 
is placed within the hull by drilling two 
holes through the hull. One at the top and 
one at the bottom. By also cutting a hole 
in the bottom we provide extra stability 
to the mast because it’s !xed at 2 places. 
also the water which will drip in at the top 
of the mast will simply go down the pipe 
back into the water and not into the hull. 
On the right side you can see the measure-
ments of the sail. The boom and ga# rig 
are both made from aluminium as well and 
connected via wooden connection.



Appendix A Building process

The sail is connected to the mast boom and 
ga# rig by using tie wraps, which are easy 
to use and exchange. two pieces of line are 
used to keep the ga# rig in the desired 35° 
angle. A parrel line is used to reduce fric-
tion between the wooden connector and 
the mast, which makes it easier for the ga# 
rig to move along with the wind.

On the right side on this page you can see 
the shape of the perspex keel. At the top 
(right side in the picture), two slots are 
made which !t in the holes made at the 
bottom of the hull. By using this 

construction the keelweight will rest on 
the  hull itself and not on the connection. 
within the hull are pieces of wood placed 
for sideways stability (not in the picture). 
When the keel is in place the hull needs 
to be sealed accurately. For this purpose 
I used bathroom kit, which is watertight 
and very $exible. After one layer of kit the 
sailing vessel will be still completely water 
tight. 
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In this picture you can see the keel attached 
to the hull. Use water with soap to wet your 
!nger and press strongly on the bathroom 
kit to allow it to get in every corner. 

On the second picture on this page you 
can see the rudder. The rudder is made out 
of the same material as the keel and is at-
tached to a helm (the wooden stick), by us-
ing 2 wooden connectors. 

 

The rudderstock is also a wooden connec-
tor with a small hole in the middle in which 
the  helm can rest. In this way the weight of 
the rudder can rest on the keel and will not 
hang on the hull. Also this second connec-
tion point will limit the degrees of freedom 
and only allows the rudder to turn around 
his axes. 

The helm of the rudder will enter the hull 
through a perspex tube. The perspex tube 
will be sealed with a rubber ring and will 
be placed high in the hull in this way even 
when the water will get past the rubber

Appendix A Building process
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 ring sealing the water will not drip into the 
hull because this place is higher than the 
water level. 

All the wooden parts all threated with 
yacht  varnish to prevent it from the water. 

The wooden helm is connected to the ser-
vo which is placed within the hull with the 
turning wheel facing downwards. 
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This is one of the perspex tubes used to 
make the wind direction sensor. I chose 
this material because of the translucent 
properties. In this way it’s easier to see 
where the electronics are placed and how 
it works. Also it’s a strong, leightweight  
and weather resistant material. 

The construction which is used is a rotary 
encoder placed on a 15mm perspex tube 
(this !ts exactly!). The three connectors will 
then be on the side of the 15mm tube. A 
22 mm tube is placed on around this to 
prevent the rotary encoder from moving 
and another 15 mm perspex tube is placed 
within the 22mm perspex tube on top of 
the rotary encoder. on this last tube the 
wind vane can be connected and when the 
perspex tube moves the rotary encoder 
shall rotate in the same direction. 

Appendix A Building process
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In this picture the !rst version of the wind 
direction sensor, the windvane is connect-
ed to the perspex tube by using screws and 
screw holes made in the perspex by using 
a tap tool. As counterweight a steel shaft is 
used and made heavier by using bolts.

These are the materials used for the sec-
ond version of the wind sensor. The base is 
the same as the !rst version so the rotary 
encoder and the 22mm shaft around the 
perspex tube for stability are not shown on 
this picture. 
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By cutting the vivak sheet in the desired 
shape and attaching this to the screw 
thread the wind vane will have a stable 
connection. On the other side the coun-
terweight is made from lead current price 
is around $2, - per kilo and only 100 grams 
are used. With 2-component adhesive the 
screw thread and lead are connected to-
gether as well as with a few bolts. 
The location of the lead in$uences the bal-
ance of the sensor. Before !xing it in place 
check the balance of the sensor and after 
this !x all parts in place. If you made a mis-
take a little tweaking is possible by turning  
the screw thread inside the Perspex tube.

Overview of all the parts of the boat.

Appendix A Building process
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Appendix B Complete code

#include <Wire.h>
#include <Servo.h>
#include <LSM303.h>

#de!ne !lterSamples   13// !lterSamples should  be an odd number, no smaller than 3, 
the bigger the number the slower the rudder moves

//to connect the servo to myservo 1&2
Servo myservo1;
Servo myservo2;
LSM303 compass;

//variables for the rudder
int steerAngle = 2; //number between 1 and approximatly 4 the larger the number the 
less big will the steering angle be of the rudder
int turnAngle; 
int turnDirection;
int tack = 110; //desired heading
int compassCourse ; // compass course at this moment without noise
int comparisonNumber; // = tack- compass = value between -360 - +360
int rawDataRudder, smoothDataRudder; //variables for smoothing the sensor data
int pos1 = 0;
int pos2 = 0;
int sensSmoothArray1 [!lterSamples];   // array for holding raw sensor values for com-
passdata 
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//variables for the sail

const int Sig_A = 5;       // quadrature signal A pin
const int Sig_B = 6;       // quadrature signal B pin
const int ledPin =  13;    // pin number of the onboard LED
int RotaryCounterAbs;
int iRotaryCounter = 0;   // Encoder relative position
int rotaryValue;    
int sailValue[48] = {0,7,17,22,27,32,37,42,47,52,57,62,67,72,77,82,87,92,97,102,107,112,11
7,122,122,117,112,107,102,97,92,87,82,77,72,67,62,57,52,47,42,37,32,27,22,17,7,0};

void setup() {
  
 // assing the input pins for windsensor:
  pinMode(Sig_A, INPUT);
  digitalWrite(Sig_A, HIGH);   // turn on pullup resistors

  pinMode(Sig_B, INPUT);
  digitalWrite(Sig_B, HIGH);   // turn on pullup resistors
  pinMode(ledPin, OUTPUT);
  
  Serial.begin(9600); // initialize serial communication:
  Serial.print(“E: read quadrature signal on pins 2/3\n” );                       

Appendix A Building process
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Appendix B Complete code

//rudder
 myservo1.attach(12);
  myservo2.attach(11);
  
  Serial.begin(9600);
  Wire.begin();
  compass.init();
  compass.enableDefault();
  
  // Calibration values. 
  compass.m_min.x = -671; compass.m_min.y = -411; compass.m_min.z = -468;
  compass.m_max.x = +359; compass.m_max.y = +507; compass.m_max.z = +491;
}

void loop() {
//rudderservo

compass.read();
 rawDataRudder = compass.heading((LSM303::vector){0,-1,0}); //read compass data and 
put it in int rawdatarudder
 
  smoothDataRudder = smooth(rawDataRudder, sensSmoothArray1); //smoothing the 
data see digital smooth funtion
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  comparisonNumber = tack-smoothDataRudder;

if (comparisonNumber < -180)
{
  turnDirection=0; //linksom draaien
turnAngle = ((360+comparisonNumber)/steerAngle);
}

else if (comparisonNumber < -10)
{
 turnDirection=1; // rechtsom draaien
turnAngle = ((-1*comparisonNumber)/steerAngle);
}
else if (comparisonNumber < 10)
{
 //do nothing
turnDirection=2; //do nothing
}
else if (comparisonNumber <180)
{
    turnDirection=0; // linksom draaien
    turnAngle = ((comparisonNumber)/steerAngle);
}
else 
{

Appendix B Complete code
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     turnDirection=1; // rechtsom draaien
     turnAngle = ((360-comparisonNumber)/steerAngle);
}
 
if (turnDirection == 1){
//turn to the right
pos1 = (95-turnAngle);
myservo1.write(pos1);
}
else if (turnDirection ==0){
  pos1= (95+turnAngle);
  myservo1.write(pos1);
}
if (turnDirection == 2){
pos1 = 95;
myservo1.write(pos1);
}

myservo1.write(pos1);
/*
Serial.print (tack);
Serial.print (“   raw   “);
Serial.print (rawDataRudder);
Serial.print (“   turndirection   “);
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Serial.print (turnDirection);
Serial.print (“   pos1    “);
Serial.print (pos1);
Serial.print (“   angle   “);
Serial.print (turnAngle);
Serial.print (“  comparisonnumber   “);
Serial.print (comparisonNumber);
Serial.print (“  rotaryvalue   “);
Serial.println (rotaryValue);
*/
//sail

  boolean bSigA, bSigB;
  
  static boolean bLastSigA;  

  bSigA = digitalRead(Sig_A);
  
  // compare the pin level to its previous state
  if (bSigA != bLastSigA) 
  {
    bLastSigA = bSigA;
    bSigB = digitalRead(Sig_B);

   if(bSigA)
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   {
     if(bSigB) iRotaryCounter++; else iRotaryCounter--;
   }
   else
   {
     if(bSigB) iRotaryCounter--; else iRotaryCounter++;
   }
RotaryCounterAbs = abs(iRotaryCounter);
    digitalWrite(ledPin, 1); 
    Serial.println(RotaryCounterAbs%48, DEC);
    rotaryValue = RotaryCounterAbs%48;
    delay(2);  // debouncing contacts
    pos2 = sailValue[rotaryValue];
    myservo2.write(pos2);
    
  }
}
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  // smooth de compasss signal to make the rudder movements slower
  
  int smooth(int rawIn, int *sensSmoothArray){     // “int *sensSmoothArray” passes an array 
to the function - the asterisk indicates the array name is a pointer
  int j, k, temp, top, bottom;
  long total;
  static int i;
 // static int raw[!lterSamples];
  static int sorted[!lterSamples];
  boolean done;

  i = (i + 1) % !lterSamples;    // increment counter and roll over if necc. -  % (modulo opera-
tor) rolls over variable
  sensSmoothArray[i] = rawIn;                 // input new data into the oldest slot

  // Serial.print(“raw = “);

  for (j=0; j<!lterSamples; j++){     // transfer data array into anther array for sorting and 
averaging
    sorted[j] = sensSmoothArray[j];
  }

  done = 0;                // $ag to know when we’re done sorting              
  while(done != 1){        // simple swap sort, sorts numbers from lowest to highest
    done = 1;
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    for (j = 0; j < (!lterSamples - 1); j++){
      if (sorted[j] > sorted[j + 1]){     // numbers are out of order - swap
        temp = sorted[j + 1];
        sorted [j+1] =  sorted[j] ;
        sorted [j] = temp;
        done = 0;
      }
    }
  }

/*
  for (j = 0; j < (!lterSamples); j++){    // print the array to debug
    Serial.print(sorted[j]); 
    Serial.print(“   “); 
  }
  Serial.println();
*/

  // throw out top and bottom 15% of samples - limit to throw out at least one from top 
and bottom
  bottom = max(((!lterSamples * 15)  / 100), 1); 
  top = min((((!lterSamples * 85) / 100) + 1  ), (!lterSamples - 1));   // the + 1 is to make up 
for asymmetry caused by integer rounding
  k = 0;
  total = 0;
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  for ( j = bottom; j< top; j++){
    total += sorted[j];  // total remaining indices
    k++; 
    // Serial.print(sorted[j]); 
    // Serial.print(“   “); 
  }

//  Serial.println();
//  Serial.print(“average = “);
//  Serial.println(total/k);
  return total / k;    // divide by number of samples
  
}
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  for ( j = bottom; j< top; j++){
    total += sorted[j];  // total remaining indices
    k++; 
    // Serial.print(sorted[j]); 
    // Serial.print(“   “); 
  }

//  Serial.println();
//  Serial.print(“average = “);
//  Serial.println(total/k);
  return total / k;    // divide by number of samples
  
}
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